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Series GL pumps deliver exceptional pumping performance for 

any high-precision application. These compact magnetically 

driven gear pumps feature a cavity style design with benefits 

such as chemical resistance, smooth pulseless fluid delivery, and 

high-system pressure capability. Available in standard and custom 

configurations, Micropump’s Series GL pumps keep your operations 

flowing smoothly.

Series GL
MAGneTic Drive GeAr PuMP

Wide Range of ConfiguRations
Micropump’s designs offer a wide range of configurations to 
meet your more challenging requirements including:

	Three standard gear sizes
	Multiple gear, body, and o-ring materials
	Optional high-torque magnets
	neMA and iec drive mounts

innovative designs
Micropump uses the latest engineering tools and 
manufacturing equipment to produce the most innovative 
pumping solutions available. Products are developed using 
state-of-the-art cAD, Finite element Analysis (FeA), and rapid 
prototyping tools to ensure the highest level of product quality 
and reliability.

enhanCed effiCienCy
As part of the iDeX corporation, Micropump can offer fully-
integrated liquid subassemblies, gas management systems, 
and precision components. Products include Pumps, valves, 
Manifolds, Tubing, Fittings, Degassing/Debubbling Systems. 
Air compressors, vacuum Generators, and HPLc columns. 
Additional services are custom fluidic engineering and 
development, contract manufacturing, extrusion, molding, 
machining, and diffusion bonding.

Cavity style PumPs
cavity style pumps are excellent for wide-ranging inlet and 
outlet operating conditions, and allow for intermittently 
pumping in reverse.

small size
The miniature package size of the Series GL is easily 
incorporated into the design of many systems.

fluid Path integRity
The magnetic drive and static o-ring seal(s) keep the fluid 
securely inside the pump and potential contaminants out.

smooth Pulseless deliveRy
Positive displacement, precision gears provide consistent fluid 
delivery in continuous processes.

ChemiCally Resistant
Series GL has a long-life in aggressive environments.

easy to seRviCe
Series GL pumps are easy to service using a Micropump 
service kit and simple hand tools.

high-system PRessuRe CaPability
Optional versions of the Series GL are designed to withstand 
system pressures up to 103 Bar (1500 psi).
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DiMenSiOnS
NEMA 56C MouNt

PeRfoRmanCe summaRy

Flow RAtE At 1750 RpM

	 13,475 mL/min (3.5 gpm)

DisplACEMENt

	Gear Set H21  H23  H25
	mL/rev  4.6  6.2  7.7

MAxiMuM RAtED DiFFERENtiAl pREssuRE

	 4.83 Bar (70 psi)

MAxiMuM RAtED systEM pREssuRE

	 103 Bar (1500 psi)

tEMpERAtuRE RANgE

	 -46 to 121 °c (-50 to 250 °F)

VisCosity RANgE 

	 0.5 to 2500 cps

MAxiMuM spEED

	 3450 rpm

PumP ConstRuCtion
	Magnetic drive gear pump
	Helical, shafted gears
	Sleeve bushings
	O-ring seals

Wetted mateRials

BAsE MAtERiAl

	 316 stainless steel 

gEARs

	PTFe

stAtiC sEAls

	viton®

	PTFe

magnets

DRiVEN AND DRiViNg 

	Ferrite
	rare earth

PRoduCt enhanCements
	High-system pressure

iEC 71-B14 MouNt

Units: mm(in). Nominal dimensions shown.

201.9(7.95)–
214.7(8.45)

67.5(2.66)–80.2(3.16)

38.1(1.50)

3.9(0.15)

76.1(3.0)

88.9(3.50)

199.8(7.87)

3/4-14 NPT

61.9(2.44)

168.1(6.62)
Pump Adapter

38.1(1.50)

61.9(2.44)

Units: mm(in). Nominal dimensions shown.
3/4-14 NPT

90.0(3.54) 157.2(6.19)
3.9(0.15)

179.7(7.07)–
192.4(7.57)

67.5(2.66)–
80.2(3.16)

76.1(3.0)

105.0(4.13)

112.0(4.41)

71.0(2.80)

PuMP PerFOrMAnce


